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FROM THE FIRST FLOOR
Dear ZIS Community,

We look forward to Monday, April 27 with great anticipation.  Our Year 10 and Year 13
students return to campus, joined by their Secondary teachers, to rediscover their



classroom spaces and to bring their voices back to the too quiet halls.  These weeks of
reunion will be welcome reminders of the privileges of belonging to a community. 

We learned yesterday that teachers and Year 10 and 13 students needed to be tested for
the coronavirus and the authorities have scheduled us for tests this Saturday morning. 
Results will be produced before Monday.  We hope for a clean bill of health for everyone
and for a safe and healthy return to campus.  We appreciate everyone's efforts in making it
possible.

We will be honouring the May 1st holiday as scheduled, making the coming week a  4-day
school week. Online learning will take a pause and campus will we closed.  The school
calendar for this year and for 2020-21 are online as are a number of other resources.

Calendars: http://zischina.com/calendars/
Policies & Procedures: http://zischina.com/zis-policies-procedures/
School and IB Resources: http://zischina.com/resources/
Copies of past Newsletters: http://zischina.com/newsletters-and-lunch-menus/

This is the time of year when we introduce the newly arriving expatriate teachers for the
coming school year.  We say goodbye to five of our teachers this year.  Their farewells will
take place later in the year, and hopefully in person too. This week we introduce the EY
and Primary teachers who will join us in August.

First, congratulations to Mr. Daniel Spears who will be taking on a new role with us next
year.  Mr. Dan, who joined ZIS in the PYP classroom in 2017, will take on the dual roles of
Technology Integration Specialist and PYP Coordinator this August.  We look forward to
the further growth of our technology use on campus and the development of our
programmes with his energetic and expert support.

Michael Lattimore joins us from another IB school in Guangzhou where he has experience
working with multiple age groups over his career in the UK and in China.  Michael has
extensive experience with the IB, has been a PYP Coordinator previously and is presently
completing his Master's Degree in International Education with the University of



Sunderland where he also earned his PGCE.

Amanda Meriwether comes to Zhuhai from South Korea where she has experience
teaching students in lower primary school since 2015. Amanda is certified through
Washington DC and holds a Masters in Teaching English Language Learners.  This will be
Amanda's first PYP school and we're sure her passion for experiential learning will make
her transition to our campus a smooth one.

Stephen Meriwether accompanies his wife Amanda to join our PYP team.  Also receiving
his teacher training in the US, Stephen has been teaching upper primary students since
2015. Stephen's most recent teaching assignment in South Korea had him working with
Year 6 students.  An avid musician and photographer, Stephen is also a Google Certified
Educator which helps him to bring technology to the classroom.

Cindy Dodd joins us from Ontario, Canada where she has been teaching Early Years and
lower primary students her entire career.  Certified by the Ontario College of Teachers and
with extensive training in Mathematics, Language Learning, and Reggio Emilia, we are
excited to welcome her inquiry based teaching to Zhuhai.

We have two new teachers arriving in Secondary and they will be introduced next week.

It is my pleasure to announce to you the appointment of Ms. Jessy Yin to the role of
Chinese Principal at Zhuhai International School. If you have had the good fortune of
meeting her over the course of this school year, you will already know the experience and
talent she brings to this role. Congratulations to Ms. Jessy and we look forward to her
contributions as we strengthen and develop our programmes.

Additionally, please note two adjustments to existing roles on campus. Ms. Lilian Zhang
continues her work with students and staff, managing the Student and Staff Services
section of the school's service to the ZIS community.  Parents can contact her at 756
-3315580 or by email at lilianz@zischina.com.  Ms. Li Hui adds admissions to her
marketing and development role and can be contacted at 756-3320016 or by email at
lih@zischina.com and admissions@zischina.com.  We always appreciate your referrals



and encourage you to connect with Ms. Li to introduce newcomers to the school.

Warm regards,

Andrew VanderMeulen
Head of School

Coming Events:

Monday, April 27
Year 10 and 13 students return

Thursday, April 30
The MYP and DP at ZIS - Mr. Coffey TBC

Tuesday, May 5
The Transition to the MYP for Year 6 - Mr.
Andrew TBC

Monday, May 11
Next wave of students to campus TBC
 

 



Dear school community,

Since the beginning of my journey as an educator, the discussion of soft skills in the
curriculum has always been a topic on the table. As education has become more student-
centered and progressive in nature, soft skills have been incorporated more and more into 
everyday lesson plans. As an IB school, we certainly see the importance of soft skills at
ZIS. Learn Well Education defines soft skills as nonacademic skills students acquire to
help them succeed in life. They often include social emotional skills, critical thinking skills,
and skills that facilitate positive interactions with others and the ability to overcome
challenges. Since our digital learning plan has continued to evolve, our teachers have
found ways to prioritize these soft skills in our work. For example, students in year 4 have
been learning about perseverance and growth mindset. Cameron Patterson, a PYP school
leader in Australia, has this photo on his office door:
 



It is a photo of Italian children in 1959 using a pulley to cross a river to get to school. He
explains that it helps him remember this is not the first time children have coped with
hardship in schooling situations; and that on a broader scale, it is not the first time
humanity has faced a crisis like this. He explains that because we are continuing to
reinforce these soft skills of independence, resilience, self-regulation, problem-solving, and
collaboration during this time of digital learning, it will define how our children emerge when
this is over. Continue to reinforce these soft skills at home, as our social-emotional well-
being is paramount. I am proud of the resilience our entire school community has shown.
 



To conclude, here's a wonderful growth mindset poster created by a Year 4 student:
 

Warmly,

Dr. Lana Staton

Head of Primary

Dear students and parents, 



With the end of quarantine getting closer students are no doubt looking forward to meeting
their friends in school. I know that all teachers are also looking forward to getting back. The
arrangements for Y13 exams, Year 10 lessons and lunchtimes are in place. Please also
know that as soon as we hear which year groups are permitted to return to campus on 11
May we will implement the appropriate scenario arrangements we have designed. 

Next week will be a 4-day week for our returning students. This is because May 1
continues to be a calendared holiday so it is being honoured. Arrangements for
asynchronous meetings on MS Teams and Zoom will need changing also. This is because
as classes begin, teachers will have two lots of work now: face-to-face lessons as well as
online meetings. The idea is to merge or blend the two at the same time. The
arrangements will be made known to Homerooms via ManageBac/email before the week’s
end. 

Our assessment data collection continues whether on campus or learning from home. In
Secondary at ZIS we very much follow an instructional leadership style. We use
assessment scores, ongoing professional development and differentiated teaching to help
our students learn more effectively. This process does not stop as it is aspirational and
developmental. ZIS teachers ask themselves: is the impact we are having good enough?
and have we got the right resources? We respond to the right data informing us on this
year’s school objectives. We are increasing our collaborative capacity by meeting regularly,
aligning the school plans both vertically and horizontally and keeping digital records of our
school map for year-on-year continuity and growth.

As April 27 approaches for our Year 10 and 13 students I know that we will keep positive
and upbeat. We have to for our children and students. They are the envy of the school and
for two more weeks at least the other students will continue online learning. More than ever
we need to keep these online learners attuned to next week’s changes and prepared for
getting back on campus. 

Enjoy the upcoming weekend.



Kind regards,

Micheal Coffey
Head of Secondary

Struggling with Math
When we look at learning difficulties, the focus is often placed on reading and
literacy but many children struggle with learning Mathematics.
   
Dyscalculia is the term used to refer to learning disabilities that involve
mathematical comprehension or computation. It involves difficulty in understanding
concepts or computations which can be developmental - which means the child was
born with difficulty -or  acquired - which means it happened after birth.
(Roots2Learning)

To support math learning for all students, we use a number of strategies:

Linking math to the real world (in the MYP we call this real-world
investigations)
Asking the kinds of questions that encourage students to think about different
solutions to develop deeper thinking
Moving around the room to to connect with and check in on students as they
work
Encouraging original questions about math that lead to discussions 
Using manipulatives and technology to work through problems physically
Differentiating learning by encouraging those who are ready to move on to the
next step while reviewing with others



Recognising the interdisciplinary nature of Math (and all learning for that
mater)
Building assessments that reflect this multi-faceted approach to math

Hanna Kubas and James Hale present this graphic to really help explain how our
brain understands math.  It gives us all a window into how complex learning math
really is.



Kubas, Hanna A., and James B. Hale. “LDs in Mathematics: Evidence-Based Interventions, Strategies,
and Resources.” LD@School, 20 June 2019, www.ldatschool.ca/evidence-based-interventions-for-math/.
Paula's Special Education Resources: The Math Page. Roots2Learning,
roots2learning.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/math-remediation-and-learning-strategies.pdf.

Warm regards,

Mirjam Berghuis
Head of Learning Services



What are your plans for the Summer?
 

Why don’t you join us for summer camp?
 

Led by experienced teachers in an English setting, campers will be immersed in a
range of learning opportunities, including:



Experiential learning: nature exploration
STEM focused sessions
Leadership and Teambuilding activities
Sports and Swimming
Arts experiences: visual arts and drama

 
When – two weeks: June 22-26 and June 29-July 3 (9am-3pm)
Who – students in Year 2 and above
Where – ZIS campus on Qi’ao Island
 
Registration is open – scan the QR Code:



Please write summercamp@zischina.com for more information.
Secondary students are invited to apply to apply to join as Camp Counsellors.  Write
to the email above to learn more.
 
Cost - 6500 RMB for two weeks and 3500 RMB for one week.

We are pleased to offer ZIS families a 50% discount on the camp fees, which
includes transport on designated bus lines (Huafa, Jida, Zhongshan, and Tangjia –
dependant on demand), snacks and lunch, plus all camp related activities.
 

- ZIS SUMMER CAMP 2020 -



Lunch Menus,
our food safety guidelines,
and past editions of
"The Banyan" Newsletter
are available
at zischina.com
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